A phase II evaluation of thiotepa followed by other multiagent chemotherapy regimens in infants and young children with malignant brain tumors.
Chemotherapy may be used to delay the need for cranial irradiation in infants and young children with malignant central nervous system (CNS) tumors. The polyfunctional alkylator thiotepa (TT) possesses significant in vitro and in vivo activity in many central nervous system tumors. Before the introduction of a multiagent chemotherapy previously shown to be active in such tumors, thiotepa alone was evaluated in an upfront therapeutic window. Twenty young children with CNS tumors (19 newly diagnosed, 1 recurrent) were treated with two cycles of TT before response evaluation. Patients on thiotepa without disease progression went on to receive further chemotherapy consisting of alternating cycles of cyclophosphamide plus vincristine, cisplatin plus etoposide, and further TT. Patients with disease progression received radiation therapy. Low objective rates of response and poor survival led to early study termination. Of 17 patients evaluable for response, 6 (35%) demonstrated disease progression during initial TT therapy. Only two objective responses were noted, both in patients with medulloblastoma. Among the 19 patients evaluable for survival, the overall and progression free survivals were 45% and 20%, respectively, at 3 years postdiagnosis. Myelosuppression was the dominant treatment-related toxicity. Although the numbers of patients were small, thiotepa as used in this study was associated with a poor objective response rate and an unacceptably high rate of disease progression. These results may be partly related to TT's significant myelosuppressive effects and the postponement of more effective chemotherapy.